Tacoma Accessories

Interior Accessories
All-Season Mats - Fronts

All-Season Mats - Rear

Get a grip on dirt. With a deep rib molded
design, these durable rubber/vinyl mats offer
an excellent way to trap mud, snow, sand and
dirt. Available for front and rear seating areas,
each custom-fit mat is embossed with a Toyota
logo. A non-skid backing and positive retention
clip keeps them in place. These easy-to-clean
mats never show wear and protect Factory
Floor Carpet.

Get a grip on dirt. With a deep rib molded
design, these durable rubber/vinyl mats offer
an excellent way to trap mud, snow, sand and
dirt. Available for front and rear seating areas,
each custom-fit mat is embossed with a Toyota
logo. A non-skid backing and positive retention
clip keeps them in place. These easy-to-clean
mats never show wear and protect Factory
Floor Carpet.

Ash Tray

BLU Logic® Bluetooth

The removable ashtray is a handy place for
loose items such as change.

BLU Logic® connects to handsets equipped
with Bluetooth® wireless technology that
enables connectivity between multiple devices.
This technology allows customers to use their
cell phone hands-free in the vehicle.

Owner's Manual Wallet

Sport Pedals

Premium owners manual wallet with large
pocket for holding manuals and service
records. Also has a smaller pocket and
business card sleeves. Has a Toyota logo and
magnetic fastener.

The SPORT PEDALS offer a significant
upgrade from the subtle factory pedals.
Personalize your vehicle with these sporty
metal pedals, which feature grippy rubber
inserts to ensure complete pedal feel.

Sport Pedals

Toyota Emergency Assistance Kit

The SPORT PEDALS offer a significant
upgrade from the subtle factory pedals.
Personalize your vehicle with these sporty
metal pedals, which feature grippy rubber
inserts to ensure complete pedal feel.

The Toyota Emergency Assistance Kit is
packed with items designed to help you during
unfortunate road emergencies. Included in the
kit is a large reflective triangle, jumper cable,
flashlight with batteries, work gloves and more!
The heavy duty case attaches to your vehicle
with hooks or velcro. Designed to complement
our First Aid Kit for complete piece of mind.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.

Tacoma Accessories

Interior Accessories
Toyota First Aid Kit

XM Satellite Radio

Peace of mind for yourself and occupants. Our
compact first aid kit contains bandages,
antiseptics, and ointments to help treat most
minor injuries. This 55 piece kit comes
complete with a hard shell case with velcro
backing, allowing it to be securely placed
throughout your vehicle.

Enable your satellite radio ready factory audio
system! Our package contains the required
components to enable you to tune into the
commercial free radio station of your choice.
Please note that the satellite radio requires a
contract subscription with your local service
provider.

Bed Extender

Bed Mat

Just a little extra space. The extender, which
extends over the tailgate, is made from rugged
lightweight, anodized aluminium tubing. It
offers additional space for carrying things in the
back of any Toyota pickup. It not only protects
your cargo but it also keeps it in the vehicle
bed where it belongs. Made from
corrosion-resistant parts, the extender fits both
Tacoma and Tundra and is easy to install and
remove. Plus, it can be rotated inward to hold
smaller items in place.

Protect your truck bed when you need it.
Custom designed for an exact fit, the mat
protects against scratches, spills and damage.
Made from thick cord-reinforced, synthetic
rubber for durability, the mat is resistant to
cracking and breaking while also providing
airflow and drainage to keep the truck bed dry.
The anti-slip design also prevents items from
sliding in the cargo area. Mat can also be
trimmed to fit into a truck with a bedliner.

Block Heater

Block Heater

Makes a cold weather start a breeze.
Custom-designed system with 400 watts of
heating power not only warms a vehicle up
quicker but also reduces engine strain and
wear. Heater saves fuel and battery power
during startups as well. The strain relief
electrical cord (available on selected models)
reduces cord damage.

Makes a cold weather start a breeze.
Custom-designed system with 400 watts of
heating power not only warms a vehicle up
quicker but also reduces engine strain and
wear. Heater saves fuel and battery power
during startups as well. The strain relief
electrical cord (available on selected models)
reduces cord damage.

Cargo Divider

Cargo Net - envelope

The extra large truck bed can be too big
sometimes. The cargo divider will allow you to
create a smaller partition of your bed space to
keep your cargo or boxes from flying around
inside your truck bed.

Handy way to keep things from sliding around.
The Toyota Cargo Net has a rugged
"hammock-style" netting with elastic closure.
The flexible, nylon braided net secured by
tie-down rings in the cargo area prevents items
from flying around while on the road. The
stretchable net secures and protects all of your
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed
and stored in a compact way when not in use.

Exterior Accessories

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.

Tacoma Accessories

Exterior Accessories
Cargo Net - spider

D-Rings

Handy way to keep things from sliding around.
The Toyota Cargo Net has a rugged
"hammock-style" netting with elastic closure.
The flexible, nylon braided net secured by
tie-down rings in the cargo area prevents items
from flying around while on the road. The
stretchable net secures and protects all of your
cargo. Easy to install, it can easily be removed
and stored in a compact way when not in use.

Factory bedrails are also available as an
accessory for those packages that do not come
with them. With this accessory you can tap into
the wealth of functional accessories such as
the bed cleats, cargo dividers, and more!

Hood Deflector

Licence Cover - Clear

Your hood can take a beating and still look
great. Made from thick high-grade tinted
acrylic, the deflector offers high impact
resistance and reduces the potential for road
debris and insect damage. The stylish
wraparound design complements the vehicle's
appearance while providing extra side
protection. Thanks to the no-drill installation, it
can be placed on a hood in minutes.

Keep your plate clean. The Toyota License
Plate Cover, made from durable weatherproof
plastic, protects your license plate from the
elements. You'll no longer have to contend with
dust, mud and grime sticking to it. Comes with
a clear or black frame.

Roof Rack

Running Boards

Carry more on your roof. Ideal for carrying skis
and bikes, this custom-fit rack has a quality,
integrated look and offers cargo-carrying
capability without sacrificing interior space.
Equipped with front and rear sliding
crossboards with adjustable tie-down eyes, the
racks are compatible with Genuine Toyota
Lockable Bike/Ski Rack Attachment. A wide
range of shapes and sizes can be securely
fastened with minimal chance of shifting.

Go that extra step. Not only do running boards
assist in entering a vehicle, they also help
protect the lower body from road debris.
Constructed with high quality material, they
feature a wide-step surface with plastic step
pad. The custom engineering ensures a perfect
fit and easy installation.

Security System

Side Step Bars

Help protect your investment with our security
system. With enhanced sensors, the system
detects unauthorized entries and activates an
alarm to help deter thieves.

A rugged good look. The dual step pads not
only help passengers get into a vehicle but
also give the vehicle a rugged look. Available in
Aluminium, these wedge step bars are custom
fitted and designed for your vehicle. Plus, the
steps are easy to install since no drilling is
required.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.
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Exterior Accessories
Skid Plate

Spare Tire Lock

The aluminum skid plate is not only stylish, but
functional as it helps to protect the underbody
by guiding rocks and debris away.

Constructed of forged, hardened steel with
triple-nickel or zinc plating, Toyota wheel locks
provide inexpensive, dependable protection
against wheel and tire theft-along with
peace-of-mind in knowing wheels and tires are
secure.

Tonneau Cover, Folding, Hard,
Short Box

Tonneau Cover, Folding, Hard,
Standard Box

Unique Tri-fold design makes truck bed
versatile to suit whatever situation a truck
owner requires. Made from aircraft-grade,
honey comb aluminium alloy that is both
secure and light weight. Cover's unique matte
black professional finish offers UV protection to
keep it attractive.

Unique Tri-fold design makes truck bed
versatile to suit whatever situation a truck
owner requires. Made from aircraft-grade,
honey comb aluminium alloy that is both
secure and light weight. Cover's unique matte
black professional finish offers UV protection to
keep it attractive.

Tonneau Cover, Folding, Soft,
Short Box

Tonneau Cover, Folding, Soft,
Standard Box

The Tri-fold TRIFECTA soft tonneau cover
offers all the elements of the original soft
tonneau cover, plus an added feature of easy
opening. This tonneau cover has hinges that
allow it to be folded over twice, to open with a
folding action.

The Tri-fold TRIFECTA soft tonneau cover
offers all the elements of the original soft
tonneau cover, plus an added feature of easy
opening. This tonneau cover has hinges that
allow it to be folded over twice, to open with a
folding action.

Tonneau Cover, Hard, Primed,
Short Box

Tonneau Cover, Hard, Primed,
Standard Box

The Toyota Hard Tonneau Cover is colour
keyed to match your vehicle and allows you to
lock items securely in your cargo area. This
attractively designed fibreglass lid features a
double hinge mechanism to ensure proper
alignment and a tight fit.

The Toyota Hard Tonneau Cover is colour
keyed to match your vehicle and allows you to
lock items securely in your cargo area. This
attractively designed fibreglass lid features a
double hinge mechanism to ensure proper
alignment and a tight fit.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.
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Exterior Accessories
Tonneau Cover, Hard, Short Box
The Toyota Hard Tonneau Cover is colour
keyed to match your vehicle and allows you to
lock items securely in your cargo area. This
attractively designed fibreglass lid features a
double hinge mechanism to ensure proper
alignment and a tight fit.

Tonneau Cover, Hard, Standard
Box
The Toyota Hard Tonneau Cover is colour
keyed to match your vehicle and allows you to
lock items securely in your cargo area. This
attractively designed fibreglass lid features a
double hinge mechanism to ensure proper
alignment and a tight fit.

Towing Hitch - Class II

Towing Hitch - Class III

The towing hitch platform is custom designed
to accommodate the height of the vehicle with
conventional towing. Don't settle for third party
generic parts that are not custom fit for the
vehicle.

The towing hitch platform is custom designed
to accommodate the height of the vehicle with
conventional towing. Don't settle for third party
generic parts that are not custom fit for the
vehicle.

Towing Wire Harness 4 Pin

Trailer Ball - 2 5/16"

The towing hitch wire harness is a must for
attaching the electrical connections of your
trailer. Depending on the size of your trailer
and the province you are in, it is a legal
requirement.

The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and
tested to meet your Toyota's towing
specification and quality standards.

Trailer Ball - 2"

Trailer Ball Platform with Pin & Clip

The Toyota Towing Hitch Ball is designed and
tested to meet your Toyota's towing
specification and quality standards.

The towing hitch platform is custom designed
to accommodate the height of the vehicle with
conventional towing. Don't settle for third party
generic parts that are not custom fit for the
vehicle.

For calculation purposes, all accessory pricing includes installation (if required). However, because the cost of doing business varies, the installation portion of the
price may not be the exact cost of installation at a dealership. Please confirm accessory pricing with a Toyota dealership.

